January 13, 2020

**Democrats Ask SCOTUS to Hear Obamacare Lawsuit**

Last year a federal district court ruled the Obamacare individual mandate unconstitutional. And because the Affordable Care Act does not contain any language allowing an unconstitutional provision to be severed from the rest of the law, the district court ruled the entire law “invalid.”

Recently, a federal appeals court also ruled the mandate unconstitutional, but sent the case back to the district court to determine whether any of the law can be saved.

This delay has angered the Democratic states and the Democrat-led U.S. House, which are defending the law in court. They have asked the U.S. Supreme Court to review the case before its session ends in June. They claim the appeals court has “created uncertainty” for the law, but more likely, they want to make the decision part of the 2020 election.
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